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Let F be a field with charF = p > 0. The main purpose of this paper 
is to study subgroups U of a finite group G having one of the following properties: 
(1) (So)LI is semisimple for all simple FU-modules S; 
(2) Mu is semisimple for all simple FG-modules M; 
(3) So is semisimple for all simple FU-modules S; 
(4) if Mu is semisimple for an arbitrary FG-module M, then M is semi- 
simple as an FG-module. 
The above properties are closely related to each other. A subgroup U 
satisfying (1) also has property (2), and (3) implies (4). A special case of 
Theorem 2.11 asserts that U has properties (1) and (4) iff it has (2) and (3) 
iff it has (1) and (3) iff it has (1) and is of p/-index in G. 
Moreover, these results hold for blocks if “U has @-index in G” is replaced 
by “U contains a defect group of the block.” In particular: Let B c-) e be a 
block of FG. If U is a subgroup of G such that eSG is semisimple for all simple 
FU-modules S, then U contains a defect group S(B) of B. If 6(B) \(o U < G 
and Mu is semisimple for a module M E B, then M is semisimple (Theorem 2.9). 
A partial description of the different classes is given in Section 3. The most 
general is Proposition 3.1, listing certain operations under which the classes 
are closed. The main results in that section are 
A subgroup U of G has property (1) if and only if there is a normal subgroup N 
of G contained in U such that N has PI-index in U (Corollary 3.17). 
A p-subgroup U of G has property (4) if and only if the normal hull of U 
contains a vertex of each simple FG-module M for which U < ker M. 
Again these results can be stated for (certain) blocks (see Theorems 3.11, 
3.16). 
Besides some preliminary lemmas, Section 1 contains a characterization of 
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simple induction pairs and simple restriction pairs (see Definition I .l for 
definition) in terms of the Jacobson radicals of the group algebras. Theorem 1.17 
is basic for the proof of the main results of this paper: 
Let U be a subgroup of G and e E FG, f EFU be block idempotents such 
that ef + 0. 
(i) If eSG is semisimple for all simple FU-modules S = fS, then 
fM, f 0 for all FG-modules 0 # M = eM and a defect group of f contains 
a defect group of e. 
(ii) If fM, is semisimple for all simple FG-modules M = eM, then 
eVG + 0 for all FU-modules 0 f- V = fV and a defect group of e contains 
a defect group of f. 
Another application of this theorem gives an upper bound for the number m 
of FG-blocks covering a given block b of a normal subgroup U of G: 
m < min ! T(S) : U 1, where S runs over all simple FU-modules in b and 
T(S) is the inertia group of S in G (Corollary 1.23). 
Part of this paper generalizes results of Khatri [4], Motose and Ninomiya 
[7], and Kndrr [5]. 
The following notation is adopted throughout 
e is a central idempotent of the group algebra FG, 
J = J(FG) and /r = J(FU) the Jacobson radicals of FG and FU. 
All modules are left modules unless otherwise stated. 
1. SIMPLE INDUCTION PAIRS AND SIMPLE RESTRICTION PAIRS 
This section contains mostly general results to be used later. We recall 
that by definition 0 is a semisimple module. Throughout this paragraph, f 
denotes a central idempotent of FU. 
1.1. DEFINITION. (i) (e, f) is called a simple induction pair, if eSo is a semi- 
simple FG-module for all simple FU-modules S = fS. 
(ii) (e, f) is called a simple restriction pair, if fM, is a semisimple FU- 
module for all simple FG-modules M = eM. 
1.2. Remark. It is seen later that these definitions are left-right symmetric 
(see Corollary 1.15); moreover, if E is another field of characteristic p, then 
(e, f) is a simple induction (restriction) pair for EG and EU if it is for FG 
and FU, provided that assertion makes sense, i.e., the coefficients of e and f 
belong to E (see Remark 1.7). 
Not surprising, the above definitions may be rephrased in terms of the 
radicals of FG and FU. To do so, the following result is required. 
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1.3. LEMMA. Let A C B be left ideals of FU. Then 
(i) (B/A)o s FG B/FG A; 
(ii) let I be a right ideal of FG such that I CFG A. If V is an FU-module, 
then there is a canonical injective map 4: I( VG) --f (AV)G. 
Proof. All tensor products are to be taken over FU. 
(i) Consider the diagram 






where all maps are canonical. Then the diagram is commutative, and since 
FG is a flat right FU-module, both rows are exact, and K, h are isomorphisms; 
hence the assertion. 
(ii) Let p denote the canonical map V + V/AV. Then the sequence 
0-FG@AV -FG@V --=+FG@ V/AV---+0 
is exact. Therefore, it is enough to show that I(FG @ V) _C ker(l @ p); but 
this is obvious since I is a right ideal contained in FG A. 
1.4. Remark. A straightforward calculationI(FG @ V) = I @ V _C FG A @ 
V = FG @ AV to prove (ii) of the above lemma is erroneous, unless V 
is a flat FU-module. In fact, for a finitely generated FU-module V, it can be 
shown that J(FG @ V) G J @ V ‘f I an only if V is projective. The proof of d 
[7, Theorem I] is therefore incomplete. 
We now give a characterization of simple induction and restriction pairs 
in terms of J and J1 . 
1.5. LEMMA. (e, f) is a simple induction pair if and on& if e Jf _C FG Jx . 
Proof. Put V := FU f/ Jrf. Since V = fV is semisimple and contains a 
copy of every simple FU-module 5’ = fS, it follows that (e, f) is a simple 
induction pair if and only if eVo is semisimple. But Vo z FG f/FG Jif by 
Lemma 1.3(i), so this condition is equivalent to e Jf CFG Jrf. Hence the 
assertion. 
1.6. LEMMA. (e, f) is a simple restriction pair a. and only if e Jif C J. 
Proof. Obvious. 
1.7. Remark [7]. Since FG/ J(FG) is a separable algebra, the radical behaves 
well under field extensions, i.e., J(KG) = K J(8’G) and J(FG) = FG n J(KG) 
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if K > F is an extension field. In particular, if E < F is the smallest field 
containing the coefficients of e and i, then it follows from the above and by 
Lemma 1.5 (resp. Lemma 1.6) that (e, f) is a simple induction (resp. restriction) 
pair for FG and FU if and only if it is for EG and EU. This shows that the 
definition of simple induction and restriction pairs does not depend on the 
particular choice of the ground field. 
1.8. Notation. For any additive subgroup X of FG, let Id(X) denote the 
largest (two-sided) ideal of FG contained in X. 
With this notation, the following is a consequence of Lemma 1.3. 
1.9. LEMMA. Let V be an FU-module and A := An&V). Then An& VG) = 
Id(FG A). 
Proof. Let I_C FG A be an ideal of FG. By Lemma 1.3(ii) then, I(VG) = 0 
since A V = 0; hence 1 C An& VG) and Id(FG A) c AnFG( VG). 
Conversely, there is an exact sequence 
since V is a faithful FU/A-module. FU/A is Artinian, so r can be chosen to be 




This shows that An& VG) C FG A. 
1.10. COROLLARY. Let (A, / y E r} be a set of ideals of FU for some index 
set .C Then 
Id (FG 0 A,,] = n Id(FG A,,). 
Y Y 
Proof. Put My :=== FUIA, . Since 2, @ MyG E (C, @ M,,)G, the assertion 
follows from the previous lemma. 
The following notation is not standard in group representation theory (see 
[ 1, Definition 43.71). 
1.11. Notation. Let M be a right FG-module. Then M* denotes the (left) 
FG-module with underlying vector space Hom,(M, F) and group action 
(&>(m> := Hmg) for g E G9 m E M, and + E HomF(M, F). If M is a left module, 
then a similar definition gives the right module M*. 
The basic facts concerning this notion are collected in the following. we11 
known lemma. 
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1.12. LEMMA. Let K, L, M be right FG-modules and V be a right FU-module, 
then the following holds: 
(i) (M*)* z M if M is jinite-dimensional. 
(ii) IfO+K~L~M-+Oisexact,then 
O-----+M* P +L*&K*----+O 
is exact, where et*($) := Q$ for 4 EL* and p* is dejined similarly. 
(iii) (M OK)* g M* @K*. 
(iv) An,,(M) = An,,(M*). 
(v) (VG)” g (v*)G. 
1.13. COROLLARY. Let A be an ideal of FU. Then Id(FG A) = Id(A FG). 
Proof. Put V = FU/A. Then An&(VG)*] = AnFG(VG) = Id(FG A) by 
Lemma l.l2(iv) and Lemma 1.9. Again using Lemma l.l2(iv) and the right- 
hand analog of Lemma 1.9, one has AnFo[(V*)G] = Id[(An,,V*) FGj = 
Id(A FG). The assertion follows now from Lemma 1.12(v). 
1.14. COROLLARY. eJf C FG J1 if and only if f Je C J1 FG. 
Proof. Assume e Jf _C FG J1 . Then 
eJ=eJf@eJ(l -f)CFGJ,+FG(l -f) 
= FG[J, + FU(I - f)]. 
By Corollary 1.13, Je = eJCIJ1 +FU(l -f)JFG = JIFG+(l -f)FG, 
so f Je C J1 FG. The converse follows by symmetry. 
1.15. COROLLARY. The dejkitions of simple induction pairs and simple 
restriction pairs are left-right symmetric. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 1.5, Lemma 1.6, and Corollary 1.14. 
Clearly, (e, f) is a simple induction (restriction) pair if ef = 0. What can 
be said if ef # 0 ? A further lemma is required; in the proof of this lemma, 
as in the remainder of this section, free use is made of the well-known facts that 
Hom,,(M, Vo) s Horn&M,, V) and Hom,,(VG, M) s Horn&V, Mo) for 
any FU-module V and any FG-module M. 
1.16. LEMMA. The following are equivalent: 
(i) ef # 0. 
(ii) There is a projective indecomposable FU-module Q == fQ such that 
eQG # 0. 
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(iii) There is an FU-module V = f V such that eVG # 0. 
(iv) There is a projective indecomposable FG-module P = eP such that 
fP # 0. 
(v) There is an FG-module M = eM such that fM # 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). By Lemma 1.3(i), e(FU f)G s e FG f = FG ef # 0. 
Therefore eQG # 0 for at least one indecomposable component Q / FUf. 
(ii) -+ (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) -+ (iv). Let M b e a simple FG-module in soc(eVG) and P the projec- 
tive cover of M. Then 0 # Hom,,(P, V”) z Hom,,(PLI , V) s Hom,,(fP, , V) 
since V = fV, so fP # 0. 
(iv) + (v), (v) + (i). Trivial. 
If e, f are centrally primitive idempotents, then S(e) and S(f) denote the 
defect groups of the corresponding blocks; the vertex of a module M is denoted 
by vx(M). The main result for simple induction and restriction pairs is 
1.17. THEOREM. Let e resp. f be centrally primitive idempotents ofFG resp. FU 
and assume f # 0. 
(i) If (e, f) is a simple induction pair, then fM, # 0 for all FG-modules 
0 # M = eM; moreover, 6(f) & 8(e). 
(ii) If (e, f) is a simple restriction pair, then eVG # 0 for all FU-modules 
0 # V = fV; moreover, 6(f) GG 8(e). 
Proof. (i) Assume S = eS is a simple FG-module such that fSu = 0. 
Claim: fP, = 0 for the projective cover P of S. Otherwise, there is a simple 
FU-module T = fT such that 0 # Hom,U(PU, T) z HOmFG(P, TG) g 
Hom,,(P, eTG) since eP = P. But eTG is semisimple by assumption, so 
0 # Hom,,(S, TG) s Hom,,(Su , T) = HomFu(fSu , T) = 0, a contradic- 
tion. 
Now if eM = M # 0 and fM, = 0, then certainly fSu = 0 for any com- 
position factor S of M. Since e is a block idempotent, all modules in the 
corresponding block are linked (see [l, Section 551). So by repeated use of the 
above argument, fP, = 0 for all projective modules P = eP, contradicting 
Lemma 1.16. This proves the first assertion. 
Let S = eS be a simple FG-module such that vx(S) =o 8(e) (see [5, 
Theorem 2.21). Then by the above fSu # 0, so let T be a simple FU-module 
in soc(fSu). Then 0 # Hom,,(T, S,) z Hom,,(TG, S) g Hom,,(eTG, S) 
since eS = S. But eTo is semisimple by assumption, so S ( TG. Therefore 
s(e) =G w(s) <G VW) <u a(f). 
(ii) An easy adaption of the ideas in the proof of (i) yields the first 
statement. To show the assertion on the defect groups, choose a simple FU- 
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module T = fT such that vx( T) = r, 6(f) and let S = eS he a simpleFG-module 
in soc(eTG). Then 0 f Hom,,(S, TG) z Hom,,(S,, T) E Hom,,(fS, , T); 
so T 1 SU since fS, is semisimple. If A : = vx(S), then S 1 (S,)‘, so T ( So / (A’,&. 
It follows from Mackey’s Decomposition Theorem (see, e.g., [2, Sect. 211) 
that T ,/ FU @F(u,-,gAS+) SV for some g E G, so 
6(f) =u VX(T) GO u ng&l <G A <G &(e). 
1.18. Remark. The following observations are direct consequences of the 
above proof. 
(i) Assume the conditions of Theorem 1.17(i); then soc(fS,) z fS,/ JrfS, 
for all simple FG-modules S = es. 
(ii) Assume the conditions of Theorem l.l7(ii); then soc(eTG) s 
eT”/ JeTG for all simple FU-modules T = fT. 
1.19. Remark. The condition that e and f are centrally primitive idem- 
potents is not a strong restriction: if e and f are any central idempotents of 
FG resp. FU then e = C ei and f = C fj for uniquely determined centrally 
primitive idempotents ei and fj , and (e, f) is a simple restriction (induction) 
pair if and only if (ei , fj) are simple restriction (induction) pairs for all i and j. 
The following lemma allows the construction of new simple induction 
(restriction) pairs from given ones. 
1.20. LEMMA. Let U < H be subgroups of G, let T be a simple FH-module. 
(i) If (e, f) is a simple induction pair and f To # 0, then eTG is semisimple. 
(ii) If (e, f) is a simple restriction pair and eTG # 0, then fTo is semisimple. 
Proof. (i) By assumption fT, # 0, so let S be a simple FU-module in 
soc(fT,). Then fS = S and 0 # HomFU(S, To) G Hom,,(P, T). Since T is 
simple, there is an exact sequence 
S+ T-+0. 
Hence there is an exact sequence 
eSG + eTG -+ 0. 
But eSo is semisimple since (e, f) is a simple induction pair; therefore, eTG 
is semisimple. 
(ii) The proof is analogous and is omitted. 
1.21. COROLLARY. Let U < H < G be subgroups and e resp. f be central 
idempotents of FG resp. FU. Let (qj denote all centrally primitive idempotents 
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of FH such that eif # 0. Put E : = C ei and assume that (a, f) is a simple induction 
pair. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (e, f) is a simple induction pair. 
(ii) (e, E) is a simple induction pair. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let T = ET b e a simple FH-module. In view of Remark 
1.19, it follows from Theorem 1.17(i) that fTu # 0, since (E, f) is a simple 
induction pair. So eTG is semisimple by Lemma 1.20(i) and (e, E) is a simple 
induction pair. 
(ii) + (i). Let S = fS be a simple FU-module. Then eSH and e(eP)G 
are semisimple, since (E, f) and (e, e) are simple induction pairs. By Lemma 1.16 
it follows from the construction of E that SH = eSH. Hence eSo is semisimple 
and (e, f) is a simple induction pair. 
The following is the analog for simple restriction pairs. 
1.22. COROLLARY. Let U < H < G be subgroups and e resp. f be central 
idempotents of FG resp. FU. Let {ei} denote all centrally primitive idempotents 
of FH such that eie # 0. Put E := C ei and assume (e, C) is a simple restriction 
pair. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (e, f) is a simple restriction pair. 
(ii) (e, f) is a simple restriction pair. 
For the remainder of this paragraph, assume U is a normal subgroup of 
G and let b t) f be a block of FU. For any FU-module S denote by T(S) := 
{g E G 1 SQ z S} its inertia group in G and let T(f) := {g E G 1 fg = f} be the 
inertia group of f. If SE b then clearly U < T(S) < T(f) < G. (See [6] for 
definitions and properties in this context.) 
1.23. COROLLARY. Let Bi e, ei, i = I,..., m be the blocks of FG covering b. 
Let S, ,..., S, be a complete set of nonisomorphic simple FU-modules in b. Then 
m < min, j T(S) : U /. 
Proof. Let S be a simple module in b and T its inertia group. Since U 
is normal, (lG , 1 U) is a simple restriction pair. Therefore Vi : = eiSG # 0 
by Theorem l.l7(ii). Let Zi > 0 be the composition length of V, and Mii its 
composition factors. Since (SG)U z CBEtG: Ul @ Sg, it follows from Clifford’s 
Theorem (see [2, Section 141) that dim Mij = rij / G : T 1 dim S for some 
integer rij > 0. Therefore 1 G : U / dim S = dim SC = CE, dim Vi = 
x:, C>Yl rij / G : T / dim S and 
ml li . 
IT: Uj = 1 Crij3m. 
i=l j-1 
Hence the assertion. 
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1.24. Remark. The above proof indicates that in most cases the given 
upper bound for m can be improved. However, there are examples where 
m = min, j T(S,) : U 1; it may even happen that m = 1 T(f) : U I. If so, one 
has the following: 
1.25. COROLLARY. With the above notation, assume that m = j T(f) : U 1. 
Then (lo , f) is a simple induction pair and S(e,) =o 6(f). 
Proof. Let SE b be a simple module and T its inertia group. Since 
T(f)~T,itfollowsthatm=~T(f):U(~~T:Uj~min,~T(S,):U/~m, 
so 1 T : U J = m. By (*) in the proof of Corollary 1.23, this implies Zi = 1 
for all i, so SC = C @ eiSG is semisimple; hence (lo , f) is a simple induction 
pair. The assertion on the defect groups follows from Theorem 1.17 and 
Remark 1.19. 
2. RELATIONS OF THE CLASSES 
In this section, we define and study the classes of subgroups having the 
nice properties mentioned in the introduction with respect to the simple 
modules. The main results show how these classes are related to each other. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let %‘(e) be the class of all subgroups U < G which 
satisfy the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) eSo is semisimple for any simple FU-module S. 
(ii) (e, lu) is a simple induction pair. 
(iii) Je CFG J1 . 
(iv) Je _C J1 FG. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let a(e) be the class of all subgroups U < G which 
satisfy the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) Mr, is semisimple for any simple FG-module M = eM. 
(ii) (e, lu) is a simple restriction pair. 
(iii) Jle _C J. 
There are three more classes of subgroups of G which are of interest in the 
present context: 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let U be a subgroup of G. 
(i) U E d(e) if (eSG), is semisimple for all simple FU-modules S. 
(ii) U E g(e) if all (simple) FG-modules M = eM are U-projective. 
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(iii) U E F(e) if Mo semisimple implies M semisimple for any FG- 
module M = eM. 
2.4. Remark. (i) The equivalence of the conditions in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 
is obvious from Section 1. 
(ii) If e = C ei with block idempotents e, , then g(e) consists of all 
U < G such that S(e,) <o U for all i. In particular, U E g(lo) if and only if 
U contains a Sylow-p-subgroup of G. 
(iii) We write g(G), V(G),... instead of B(lo), V(l,),... . This notation 
is consistent with the definition of g(G) in [7]; however, the class g(G) was 
called B(G) in [7]. 
(iv) It is well known that the definition of g(e) is left-right symmetric 
and depends only on the characteristic of F (as long as F contains the coef- 
ficients of e). It was shown in Section 1 that the same is true for g(e) and V(e), 
and it holds as well for d(e) and s(e), as can be seen from the next two results 
together with the argument used in Remark 1.7. 
2.5. LEMMA. U E S(e) if and only if FG Jl FG 1 J e. 
Proof. Put M : = FG e/FG Jl FG e; then M = eM and Mo is semisimple, 
so if U E .9(e) then M is semisimple and therefore J e C FG J1 FG. 
Conversely, let V = eV be an FG-module such that V, is semisimple. 
Then JIV = 0 and if FG J,FG> Je, then JV = Je VCFG JIFG V = 
FG JIV = 0, so V is semisimple; hence U E s(e). 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let U be a subgroup of G. The following are equivalent: 
(i) U E d(e). 
(ii) eJ,FGCFG Jl. 
(iii) eJ,FG = FG J1e. 
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then e J1* FG = (e J1 FG)‘for any s E N. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Put V := FU/ J1 ; th en V is semisimple, so by assumption 
(eVG)O is semisimple, hence e J1 _C AnFG( VG). Now An& VG) = Id(FG Jl) 
by Lemma 1.9, so eJ,FGCFG Jl. 
(ii) -+ (iii). It is clear from (ii) that e FG J1 FG _C FG J1 , so e FG Jl C 
e FG J1 FG _C Id(FG J1) = Id( Jl FG) by Corollary 1.13, therefore e FG Jl C 
e JIFG. The other inclusion is obvious from (ii). 
(iii) + (i). I t is c ear . 1 from (iii) that FG Jle is an ideal of FG. If S is a 
simple FU-module, then J1 C A : = An,&S) and FG Jle CFG A. Therefore, 
he 5 FG Jle C Id(FG A) = An,o(SG) by Lemma 1.9, so Jl(eSG) = 0 and 
(eSo)Li is semisimple. This shows that U E d(e). 
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The final assertion follows easily by induction on s, using (iii). 
2.7. COROLLARY. d(e)ca(e). 
Proof. Assume U E d(e). It follows from the preceding proposition that 
e J1 FG is a nilpotent ideal of FG. Therefore e J1 _C e J1 FG _C J and Definition 
2.2(iii) is satisfied. 
It is obvious from Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 that g(e) es(e). To 
show the stronger result of Theorem 2.9 one further lemma is needed. 
2.8. LEMMA. Let M be an FG-module such that MIJM is U-projective. 
Then X:=FG JIM2 JM. 
Proof. Y := M/(X + JIM) is a direct summand of the semisimple and 
U-projective module M/JM, so Y is semisimple and U-projective. Consider 
the exact sequence 
O-+(X+ JM)/X+M/X+ Y-to. (*I 
Since JIM _C X, it follows that (M/X) cI is semisimple; therefore (*) splits 
as FU-sequence. So (*) splits as FG-sequence because Y is U-projective. 
Hence M/X g (X + JM)/X @ Y; multiplying both sides by J gives 
(JM + -V/X = JP’ + JW/-G 
since Y is semisimple. Therefore (X + JM)/X = 0 and JM _C X. 
2.9. THEOREM. %?(e)c%'(e)c F(e). 
Proof. (i) Let U be in V(e); then (e, lo) is a simple induction pair, so 
S(e,) \<o U for all block idempotents ei = ee, of FG by Theorem 1.17(i). 
Hence U E g(e). 
(ii) Let U be in g(e), then FGe/Je is U-projective, so FG J,FG 1 
FG J1 FG e 2 Je by Lemma 2.8. This shows that U E F(e) by Lemma 2.5. 
2.10. Remark. For the case e = lG , part of Theorem 2.9 was proved in 
[7, Theorem 21. 
2.11. THEOREM. B(e) n g(e) = d(e) n V(e) = d(e) n 9(e) = d(e) n 
We>. 
Proof. d(e) n U(e) _C d(e) n g(e) _C d(e) n F(e) by Theorem 2.9 and 
B(e) n V(e) 1 d(e) n U(e) by Corollary 2.7, so it is enough to show that 
(i) d(e) n F(e) _C W(e) and (ii) a(e) n W(e) _C 4(e). 
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(i) Assume U E d(e) n s(e); then FG Jle = I1 FG e by Proposition 2.6 
and FG J1 FG > Je by Lemma 2.5. Therefore Je _C FG J1 FG e = FG J1e C 
FG J1 , and U E V?(e) by Definition 2.1. 
(ii) Assume U ~g(e) n U(e); then Je CFG Jle C Je, by Definitions 
2.l(iii) and 2.2(iii); so FG Jle = Je. Using Definitions 2.l(iv) and 2.2(iii) 
one sees in the same way that e J1 FG = Je. The assertion follows now from 
Proposition 2.6. 
Since a normal subgroup of G clearly belongs to d(e) for any central idem- 
potent e of FG, the above theorem yields [5, Proposition 3.31 as a corollary. 
There is an analog of Theorem 2.11 fixing a central idempotent f of FU. 
A few more results are needed for its proof. 
2.12. LEMMA. Let U be a subgroup of G and 
o-VAW 8 kX---+O (*) 
be an exact sequence of FU-modules. If the exact sequence 
o- VG 10C-i >WG l@B>XG-O 
of FG-modules splits, then (*) splits. 
Proof. Let G = w g,U be a decomposition in cosets and assume g, = 1. 
Definea:X-+XGbyxu:=l@xand~:WG-+Wby(~gi@zq)~:=W1. 
Then CJ and Q- are well-defined FU-linear maps and if 4: XG ---f WG is an 
FG-homomorphism such that C(l @ /3) = idxc , it is easily checked that 
a+/3 = id,. 
2.13. COROLLARY. Let V be an FU-module. If Vo is semisimple (projective), 
then V is semisimple (projective). 
2.14. COROLLARY. Let A be a left ideal of FU such that JCFG A. Then 
JlCA. 
Proof. Put V := FU/A. It follows from the assumption and Lemma 1.3(i) 
that Vo is semisimple; hence V is semisimple and J1 C A. 
2.15. THEOREM. Let f be a central idempotent of FU. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) (fM,)G is semisimple for all simple FG-modules M. 
(ii) SG is semisimple for all simple FU-nwdules S = fS, and fM, is semi- 
simple for all simple FG-modules M. 
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(iii) Jf = FG Jrf. 
(iv) fJ = fJIFG. 
Proof. Condition (ii) may be reformulated as: (lo, f) is a simple induction 
pair and a simple restriction pair. The equivalence of (ii), (iii), and (iv) follows 
therefore from Lemmas 1.5, 1.6, and Corollary 1.15. It is evident that (ii) 
implies (i). 
(i) -+ (ii). Let M be a simple FG-module; then by assumption (fM,)G 
is semisimple and therefore fM, is semisimple by Corollary 2.13. 
If S = fS is a simple FU-module, let M be a simple FG-module in soc(SG). 
Then 0 # Horn&M, SC) z Hom,,(M, , S) g HomrU(fMu, S). Therefore 
there is an exact sequence 
fM,-+ S-+0, 
which gives rise to an exact sequence 
(fMu)G -+ SC -+ 0. 
Since (fMU)G is semisimple, SG is semisimple. 
3. EXTENT OF THE CLASSES 
In this paragraph, some results are given which partially describe the classes 
defined in Section 2. Nothing new is to be said about the class 9(e), so we 
concentrate on the remaining classes. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let U < H be subgroups of G. 
(i) The classes d(e), g(e), V(e), and s(e) are closed under conjugation. 
(ii) If H E d(e) and U E: J&‘(H) and U has PI-index in H, then U E d(e). 
(iii) If H pa and UE~(H), then UC&‘(~). 
(iv) If H ~‘14(e) and UE V(H), then UE %‘(e). 
(v) If HER and UE~(H), then UEF(~). 
(vi) If U E d(e) and U E s(H), then HE d(e). 
(vii) If U E B(e) and U E s(H), then HE k%‘(e). 
(viii) If U E W(e), then HE U(e). 
(ix) If U E s(e) and U E a(H), then HE F(e). 
Proof. (i) J(FUg) = [J(FU)]g f or any subgroup U of G and any g E G, 
all assertions follow therefore from Definitions 2.1, 2.2, Lemma 2.5, and 
Proposition 2.6. 
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(ii) U E B(H), since U has #-index in H. By Theorem 2.11 then, 
U E 99(H) n V(H) and therefore by Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 one has J(FH) = 
Jl FH, hence e J(FH)FG = e J1 FG and by symmetry FG J(FH)e = FG Jle. 
The result is now a consequence of Proposition 2.6. 
(vi) Put I := FH J1 FH; then I is an ideal of FH and 
eIFG = eFH J,FG = FH(eJ,FG) 
= FH(FG he) = FG Jle 
= e J1 FG, 
where the third and the last equality follow from Proposition 2.6 since U E d(e). 
The same proposition shows that eIFG is nilpotent, so 0 = (eIFG)” 2 I” FGe 
for some n E N. 
Obviously, (FGe), = 2 @ Pi for some indecomposable projective FH- 
modules Pi . For each i, one has IPi $ Pi since I is an ideal of FH and I”Pi = 0. 
Hence IP, C J(FH)P, for all i and eIFG _C e J(FH)FG. The converse inclusion 
is clear, since U E 9(H) and therefore J(FH) C I by Lemma 2.5. 
Hence e J(FH) FG = eIFG = e J1 FG and the statement follows again from 
left-right symmetry and Proposition 2.6. 
(viii) is a direct consequence of Definition 2.1 and Lemma 1.20(i) (with 
f = lU). All other statements are proved by short, straightforward calculations 
using Definitions 2.1, 2.2, and Lemma 2.5. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let U < H be subgroups of G and assume U has p’-index 
in H. 
(i) If HE s(e), then U 69(e). In particular, any minimal element of 
F(e) is ap-group. 
(ii) If U E d(e), then HE d(e). 
(iii) If U E .%9(e),. then HE 9(e). 
Proof. By assumption, U E 9(H) and therefore U E S(H) by Theorem 2.9. 
Now (i), (ii), (iii) follow from Proposition 3.1(v), (vi), (vii), respectively. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let U < H be subgroups of G and assume U 4 H or 
jH: uj <p. 
(i) UE&(H) and UE~(H). 
(ii) If lJ~St(e), then H~9(e). 
(iii) If HE S?(e), then U l g(e). 
Proof. (i) This is evident if U a H. If 1 H : U / = n < p, then the action of 
H on the cosets of U induces a group homomorphism$: H -+ S, , the symmetric 
group of n letters, and ker+ is a normal subgroup of H which has p’-index 
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in U. Now apply Corollary 3.2(ii) for ker $ < U < H to see that li E .d(H); 
finally U E B(H) by Corollary 2.7. 
(ii), (iii). The assertions follow from (i) and Proposition 3.l(ix) resp. (iii). 
3.4. Remark [g]. If M is any FG-module, then ker M := (g E G ’ gm = m 
for all m E M} is a normal subgroup of G. If M is projective and Q is a Sylow- 
p-subgroup of ker M, then Mo is projective and Q acts trivially on M, so F 
is a projective FQ-module and Q = 1. Therefore ker M is a p’-group, if M 
is projective. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let 0 -+ M: V L S + 0 be an exact sequence of FG- 
modules. If g E ker S and h : = gp” E ker M, then gp’+l E ker V. 
Proof. (1 -g)@=(l -g)S=O,so(l -g)VCMoland(l -h)(l -g)V_C 
(1 - h) Ma! = 0. H ence 0 = (1 -g)“-I(1 - h)(l -g)V = (1 -g”““)V and 
the assertion follows. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Assume Q is a p-subgroup of G such that Q E 9(e). 
(i) Q < ker M for all simple FG-modules M = eM. 
(ii) If U E 9(e), then Q Gc U. 
px-l(i4 rf k is the Loewy length of a projective FG-module P = eP, then 
g = 1 for allg E Q. 
Proof. (i) Mo is semisimple by assumption, so Q, being a p-group, acts 
trivially on M. 
(ii) Let e = C ei be the decomposition of e into block idempotents 
of FG; then (e, , I 0) satisfies the conditions of Theorem I .17(ii), since (e, , 1 o) 
is a simple restriction pair. Hence Q = 6(1 o) Gc 8(e,) Go U for any U E 9(e). 
(iii) By induction on s it follows easily from (i) and Lemma 3.5 that 
g”’ E ker Jk-l+P for all 0 < s < k - 1 and any g E Q. In particular, g1j8-l E 
Q n ker P = 1 by Remark 3.4. 
3.7. Remark. Proposition 3.6(ii) is a generalization of the well-known fact 
that a normal p-subgroup of G is contained in the defect groups of all blocks 
ofFG. For example, if Q = H, 6 H1 < ... < H, = G is a chain of subgroups 
such that Q is a p-group and for all i = I,..., n either Hi-, 4 Hi or 
j Hi : Hi-1 j < p, then Q E g(G) by Proposition 3.l(iii) and Corollary 3.3(i). 
Hence trivially Q E g(e) and therefore Q Gc 8(e) for all block idempotents e 
of FG. 
In [7], a group G was called a p-radical group, if ‘Z(G) contains a Sylow-p- 
subgroup of G. The main tool in studyingp-radical groups in [7] is Theorem 3; 
the proof of this theorem, however, yields a more general result: 
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3.8. THEOREM (Motose-Ninomiya). The following are equivalent: 
(i) U E V(e). 
(ii) eJ = flBEF eJ(FUg)FG. 
(iii) soc(eFG) = xUEG e FG soc(FUg). 
(iv) soc(FG) 2 e soc(FU). 
An immediate consequence is the following: 
3.9. COROLLARY. Assume U E v(e) and U <o H < G; then 
cc eJ(FUg) FG = $eJ(FHg) FG = n e FG J(FHg), 
WC 
and 
1 e FG soc(FUg) = 1 e FG soc(FHg) = 1 soc(FHQ)FG. 
@G @G seG 
Proof. HE g(e) by Proposition 3.1(i), (viii) so all claims follow from 
Theorem 3.8 and left-right symmetry. 
In view of Corollary 3.2(i), it is of interest to characterize the p-subgroups 
of G which belong to F(e). If U is a subgroup of G, we write J”(U) for 
FG J(FU) FG. 
3.10. LEMMA. Assume R is a p-subgroup of G and let N := (RG) be its 
normal hull and Q be a Sylow-p-subgroup of N. Then 
J'(R) = J"(Q). 
Proof. By Sylow’s theorem, we may assume Q > R since J”(Q) = J”(QQ) 
for any g E G. Then J(FQ) 3 J(FR) and one inclusion follows. 
On the other hand, put V := FG/JG(R). Then clearly R < ker V, so 
N < ker IT and Q < ker V. Hence FG J(FQ)V = 0 and therefore J”(Q) C 
JGW 
3.11. THEOREM. Let R be a p-subgroup of G. Denote the normal hull of R 
by N and let I : = J(FN) be the Jacobson radical. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) R 6 F(e). 
(ii) If V = eV is an N-projective FG-module such that V/IV is indecom- 
posable and JG(R)V $ V, then V/ JV is N-projective. 
(iii) If M = eM . as a simple FG-module such that R < ker M, then M 
is N-projective. 
Proof. (i) - (ii). Let V b e as in (ii); by [5, Lemma 3.11, it is enough to 
show JV = IV; certainly IV C JV. 
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Put W :== V/IV; then W, is semisimple, say W, = C @ & , the Si simple 
FN-modules. Since W is indecomposable by assumption, it follows from 
[3, Lemma 21, that all Si are conjugate in G, so Si g gi @ S for some gi E G 
and a simple FN-module S. 
Now let Q be a Sylow-p-subgroup of N and choose q E N such that 
Qgi = Q”i, Then 
J(FQ)si G JPQki 0 s = gi 0 J@‘Q)“s 
= gi @ J(FQ)“‘S = g,n;’ @ J(FQ)S. 
Assume J(FQ)S # 0; then J(FQ)S, # 0 for all i and therefore FN J(FQ)& = 
Si . Hence W S J”(Q) W = FG J(FQ) W > FN J(FQ)(C @ 5’;) = C @ Si = W. 
By Lemma 3.10 then, JG(R) W = W and therefore JG(R)V + IV = V by 
definition of W. Since IV C JV is small in V, this implies JG(R)V = V, con- 
tradicting the hypothesis. 
Hence J(FQ)S = 0 and so J(FQ)S, = 0 f or all i. This implies J(FQ)W = 0, 
so J(FR)W = 0. H ence W, is semisimple and from (i) and Definition 2.3(iii) 
it follows that W is a semisimple FG-module, so JW = 0 and JV C IV. 
(ii) + (iii). Let M b e as in (iii) and P be a projective cover of IV; then 
eP = P is N-projective and P/IP is indecomposable. Moreover J(FR)M = 0, 
hence J(FR)P_C JP and therefore JG(R)P C JPS P. By assumption then, 
M s PI JP is N-projective. 
(iii) -+ (i). Assume V = eV is an FG-module and V, is semisimple. 
Put W := V/ JV; then W = C @ iVi is semisimple and R < ker Mi for all i 
since R < ker V. Hence all Mi are N-projective by (iii), and therefore Q- 
projective, if again Q denotes a Sylow-p-subgroup of N. So W is Q-projective 
and FG J(FQ)V 1 JV by L emma 2.8. But Q < N < ker V, so J(FQ)V = 0 
and V is semisimple. This shows R E g(e). 
3.12. COROLLARY (K. Erdmann). Under the same assumptions and with the 
same notations as in Theorem 3.11 one has 
(i) If Nag, then R ~9(e). 
(ii) If R E s(e) and M = eM is a simpleFG-module such that R < ker M, 
then vx(M) =N Q E Syl, N and M has trivial source. 
(iii) If R E 9(e) n g(e), then all simple FG-modules M = eM have the 
same vertices and trivial source. 
Proof. (i) If NE 9(e), then (iii) of the above theorem is trivially satisfied. 
(ii) By (iii) of Th eorem 3.11, M is N-projective, hence Q-projective, 
and clearly M, is semisimple. So we may assume that A :=G vx(M) < Q. 
Now M J (MA)G and MA is semisimple, hence M j (FJG. Therefore F, / M, 1 
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PA); = c 0 (F.4uno) o by Mackey’s decomposition theorem. This implies 
F. E (FAgno) for some g E G and therefore Ag n Q = Q and A = Q. This 
proves both assertions. 
(iii) If R E a(e), then il!lR is semisimple for all simple FG-modules 
11f = enl and therefore R f ker M. (iii) follows now from (ii). 
A description of the class d(e) is given below for certain central idempotents 
to be defined now: 
3.13. REMARK/DEFINITION. (i) If K is a normal p’-subgroup of G, then 
e := / K 1-l xkcK K is a central idempotent of G. A central idempotent of this 
form is called normal. 
(ii) e # 0 is normal if and only if sup e _C ker e : = ker FG e. (Observe 
that ker e is a normal $-subgroup of G by Remark 3.4.) 
(iii) lo is normal. 
(iv) Since any normal idempotent e acts as identity on the trivial repre- 
sentation, it contains the principal idempotent e, , i.e., ee, = e, . 
The next proposition contains the burden of the proof of Theorem 3.16. 
3.14. PROPOSITION. Let e be normal and assume K := ker e < HE d(e). 
Put L : = H n HV for some g E G. Then K < L E d(e) and L has $-index in H. 
Proof. Since e is normal and K < H by assumption, it follows from 
Remark 3.13(ii) that e is a central idempotent of FH. Denote I := J(FH) 
and V := FHe/Ie. Then V is a semisimple FH-module and so is (eVG), since 
HE d(e). But eVG = I’G as is obvious from Lemma 1.3(i). 
By Mackey’s decomposition theorem 
where .X runs over a set of (H, H)-double coset representatives. So 
FH Omms~z-~) I/” is semisimple for all x E G. 
In particular, FH BFL Vg-l is se misimple. Put A := AnFL( Vg-l); then by 
Lemma I .9 
ICFHA, (1) 
and therefore by Corollary 2.14 
J(FL) C A. (2) 
But 
d = FL n [An,(V)]!’ 
=(FHnFHs)n [Ige +FHg(l -e)], 
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SO 
Ae = FH IT Pe _C J(FL), (3) 
since FH n 1% is a nilpotent ideal of FL. Hence from (2) and (3) 
Ae = FH n Ige = J(FL)e, (4) 
and from (4) and (1) 
Ie _C FH J(FL)e. (5) 
Replacing g by g-r, it follows by the same argument, that 
so 
FH n gig-le = J[F(H n gHg-l)]e, (4’) 
Ie 1 FHg n Ie = J(FL)e. (6) 
Hence from (5) and (6) 
J(FH)e = FH J(FL)e. (7) 
By symmetry, e J(FH) = e J(FL) FH as well, and a straightforward calculation, 
using Proposition 2.6, shows L E d(e); trivially K < L. 
Moreover, by Definition 2.l(iii), it follows from (7) that L E V(e) C 9(e) 
(see Theorem 2.9), where e is regarded as a (normal) idempotent of FH. The 
second assertion is therefore clear from Remark 2.4(ii) and Remark/Definition 
3.13(iv). 
3.15. LEMMA. Let e be a central idempotcnt of FG and U a subgroup of G; 
put H := Ukere. Then UE&‘(e) if and only if HE&‘(e). 
Proof. Since ker e acts trivially on FGe, the FU-submodules and the FH- 
submodules of FG e coincide, so J(FH) FG e = J(FU) FG e. Similarly 
e FG J(FH) = e FG J(FIJ). The assertion is now obvious from Proposition 2.6. 
3.16. THEOREM. Let e and U be given and put H := U ker e; assume {fi} 
are all centrally primitive idempotcnts of FH with fie # 0. 
(i) If there is a normal subgroup N of G such that S(fJ < N < H for all i, 
then U E .M(e). 
(ii) If e is normal and U E S$(e), then there is a normal subgroup N of G 
such that N has p’-index in H. 
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ProoJ (i) By Lemma 3.15, it is enough to show that H E d(e). Put f = C fi , 
then ef = e and by [5, Proposition 3.31 it follows that f J(FH) = f FH J(FN), 
since S(fJ < N a H. Certainly FG J(FN) = J(FN) FG and therefore 
e J(FH) FG = ef J(FH) FG = ef FH J(FN) FG 
= e FG J(FN) C eFG J(FH), 
so HE d(e) by Proposition 2.6. 
(ii) The proof is by induction on j H 1. If Ha G, then we are done 
with N = W, so assume that L := H n Ho Z$ H for some g E G. By Lemma 
3.15, HE d(e) and so, by Proposition 3.14, L E d(e) and L ker e = L 2 H, 
hence by induction, there is a normal subgroup N of G such that N has p’-index 
in L. But L has p/-index in H-again by Proposition 3.14-and the assertion 
follows. 
3.17. COROLLARY. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (So), is semisimple for each simple FU-module S. 
(ii) There is a normal subgroup N of G such that N <,T U. 
Proof. If e = lo, then e is normal and H = U since ker e = 1. Now 
apply the theorem. 
3.18. Remark. In particular, if U is a p-subgroup of G, then U E d(G) 
if and only if U 4 G. This shows that Proposition 3.l(ii) is false without the 
condition on / H : U 1. For example, let U a H a G and assume U is a 
p-group and not normal in G (such examples are easy to find). Then U E d(H) 
and HE&(G), but U e&(G). 
A final application of Theorem 3.16 to ZG-modules yields: 
3.19. COROLLARY. Let U be a subgroup of G. The following are equivalent: 
(i) U is normal in G. 
(ii) (SG)o is semisimple for each simple ZU-module S. 
Proof. (i) -+ (ii). If G = c/giU, then clearly hG QEU S E C 0 Sg* as 
ZU-modules, so (So)” is semisimple. 
(ii) --f (i). Take F := Z/(p) f or some prime p and let S be a simple 
FU-module. When regarded as ZU-module, S is still simple and Anau(S) > (9). 
By assumption then, SG = ZG @xv S is semisimple as ZU-module and 
obviously ( p) C AnZo(So). Therefore ZG @xv S is semisimple as FU-module. 
Since clearly iZG @xv S g FG gFU S asFU-modules, it follows from Corollary 
3.17 that there is a normal subgroup N, of G such that ND \(D, U. 
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This holds for all prime numbers p, so take N := II9 N, ; then N is still 
a normal subgroup of G contained in U and N <-<na U for allp; hence U = N 
is normal. 
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